INTRODUCTION
============

The protein Fur is the 16.8 kDa product of the *fur* (*ferric u*ptake *regulation*) gene in *Escherichia coli* ([@B1]), so named because it was first observed to repress the transcription of genes that code for components of ferric (Fe^+3^) uptake systems found in the cell membrane. Since then, Fur also has been found to regulate other genes that are not directly related to iron transport, such as those encoding hemolysin, Shiga-like toxin and manganese superoxide dismutase ([@B2; @B3; @B4; @B5]).

Fur binds to DNA and represses transcription in the presence of divalent metal ions. The ion is thought to be Fe^+2^ *in vivo* ([@B6]), however, DNase I footprinting experiments have shown that Fur also binds to DNA in the presence of Mn^+2^, Co^+2^, Cu^+2^, Cd^+2^, and Zn^+2^ ([@B7]). Recent studies have suggested that purified Fur contains at least one Zn^+2^ ion as a structural stabilizer ([@B8]). Fur has been observed to bind to DNA as a dimer and in higher order polymers ([@B7],[@B9]), and electron microscopy has shown polymerization of Fur on DNA under high concentrations of protein and metal ions ([@B2]).

Numerous strategies have been employed to find new Fur binding sites. Various consensus sequences have been derived from both footprinted and non-footprinted Fur binding sites ([@B3],[@B7],[@B10]) and these have been compared to sequences in the promoter region of suspected iron-regulated genes. Putative Fur targets were then investigated further through genetic and biochemical experiments. Stojiljkovic *et al.* created a successful 'Fur titration assay' to locate new Fur binding sites using an *fhuF*:*lacZ* fusion and Fur consensus sequence-containing plasmid titrant on MacConkey plates ([@B1]). Several new iron-regulated genes in *E. coli* were discovered using this consensus sequence-based technique. In addition to the above, studies have also been carried out using *E. coli* Fur for DNase I footprinting with non-*E. coli* DNA ([@B11],[@B12]). Recently, transcriptional profiles of *E. coli* genes have been used to determine those that are regulated by iron and Fur by evaluating mRNA levels in the absence of iron or Fur protein ([@B13]).

Another method for finding Fur-regulated genes is to use molecular information theory to locate new binding sites. Using this approach, classical information theory ([@B14],[@B15]) is applied to molecular biology ([@B16]). First, a set of binding sites is aligned by maximizing the information content ([@B17]), and then the average pattern at the sites is represented by a computer graphic called a sequence logo ([@B18]). Next, the conservation of bases in the aligned set is used to create a weight matrix model that assigns a weight in bits to each base at each position according to its frequency in the data set ([@B19]). This can be displayed using the sequence walker graphic ([@B20]).

In addition to displaying details of binding sites, sequence logos can be used to understand the mechanism of binding. In instances where factors bind in overlapping clusters, it is difficult to assign the relative contribution of a base in an overlapping region to the appropriate binder or to determine the range of the binding site. Here, we tested several Fur binding site models that were obtained by multiply aligning Fur binding sequences using different window sizes, and identified the model that best represents binding by a single Fur dimer.

Information theory has previously been used to build two models to evaluate and predict Fur binding sites (13,21). Both models used *ad hoc* variations of information theory to assign scores to the predicted binding sites, rather than classical information content in bits. In one case the model was built using some sites that had not been footprinted by Fur and were probably not aligned to maximize the information content ([@B21]).

The most rigorous approach to model building is to use a data set comprised of only footprinted binding sites from one species. By restricting the data set to experimentally proven sites, one is certain that the model will reflect the binding characteristics of the protein; the use of a single species ensures that the protein and DNA binding sequences evolved together and therefore correspond to one another ([@B22]). Many biases from previous models are thereby avoided, but not all ([@B23]). The resulting experimentally supported model is then scanned across the entire genome of the species, looking for sequences that contain a positive amount of information as evaluated by the weight matrix ([@B19]). Sequence walkers, which are graphical representations of individual binding sites, then display probable binding sites on the genome based on the model of proven sites ([@B20]). This method was successfully used to discover that the OxyR transcription factor controls the expression of the *fur* gene ([@B24]), to identify additional sites for proteins such as Fis, SoxS, OxyR and PXR/RXR (23,25--27), to characterize splice junctions ([@B28]), and to discover T7 islands, a unique class of mobile genetic elements ([@B29],[@B30]). In this study, information theory has allowed us to identify new Fur binding sites, 13 of which we confirmed experimentally.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Programs
--------

Programs used in this study are available at `http://www.ccrnp.ncifcrf.gov/∼toms/`. A web-based tool for searching for Fur sites is available at `http://www.ccrnp.ncifcrf.gov/∼toms/delilaserver.html`.

Creating the Fur model
----------------------

Eleven footprinted *E. coli* Fur binding sequences were extracted from the *E. coli* K-12 genome (NC_000913) by the **delila** program ([@B31]). These sites are from the promoters of the genes *cir*, *fecA*, *fecI*, *fur*, *sodA*, *tonB* and *iucA*, along with two bidirectional promoter regions for the genes *fepA-fes* and *fepB-entC* ([@B8],[@B32; @B33; @B34; @B35; @B36; @B37; @B38; @B39]). The promoter region at *fepB-entC* has two distinctly protected regions; each region was included in the data set as individual sequences (*fepB* and *entC*). The promoter of *iucA* has an exceptionally long secondary footprint and so two regions were used from the *E. coli* plasmid ColV-K30 (M10930, from 347 to 370, and from 365 to 393) ([@B7]). The complement of each footprinted sequence was also included, since Fur binds as a dimer ([@B6],[@B7],[@B9],[@B40]). The program **malign** was used to obtain an alignment of the sequences that maximizes the information content within defined windows of the alignment ([@B17]).

As the initial model described above contains only 11 sites, we then refined the model by including 13 more sites that were identified in the genome by a search and confirmed by gel shift experiments in this study (see subsequently). The validity of the refined model was tested by scanning it across all available *E. coli* Fur footprinted regions, using the programs **scan** and **lister** to create sequence walkers ([@B19],[@B20]). The model is verified if the walkers correspond to DNase I footprint regions. For further verification, the model was also scanned across synthetic oligonucleotides that contain GATAAT repeats and which had been previously footprinted ([@B5]).

To compare Fur models of different bacteria, we also built *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Bacillus subtilis* models by using footprinted Fur binding sequences from these two species ([@B41],[@B42]).

Scanning for Fur binding sites
------------------------------

Fur in high concentration can bind weak sites, while in low concentration it binds only strong sites. The affinity of Fur to its binding site also varies significantly with the availability of metal. Furthermore, as demonstrated by footprint data, Fur binding can extend to flanking regions that bear little resemblance to the strong Fur binding sites. This suggests that it may not be practical to use a fixed cutoff for a Fur binding site model under different conditions. In our study, we used two cutoff values for different scans.

For the whole *E. coli* genome scan, we used the lowest information in the set of sites used to build the model as the cutoff. This should minimize false positives in our predictions, as the model was built from experimentally proven sites. Groups of sites that were within 100 bases of each other were identified using the **localbest** program, and the strongest one was selected to represent the region. This ensured that each region in the data set was unique. All sites with *R~i~* values greater than 17.0 bits were extracted ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). This value was chosen simply to allow for a manageable set of regions for further analysis.

As Fur can extend binding to much weaker regions in the footprints, we should use a lower cutoff for scanning footprinted sequences. The second law of thermodynamics sets a theoretical lower bound for the information content of a binding site (*R~i~*) at zero bits ([@B19]). Therefore we used a zero-bit cutoff when scanning footprinted sequences.

Fur has been suggested to repress genes by binding to their promoter elements (−35 and −10 regions), thereby blocking the access of polymerase to the promoters ([@B33],[@B43; @B44; @B45; @B46]). To determine how many of the predicted Fur binding clusters overlap with promoters, we used an information theory-based flexible σ^70^ binding model to scan the Fur clusters. The σ^70^ model was built from 401 experimentally proven *E. coli* promoters by uniformly taking into account the information present in the −10, the −35, and the uncertainty of the spacing between them ([@B47]); the same method has been successfully used to model prokaryotic ribosome binding sites ([@B48]). The information content (average conservation) of the promoter model is low ( bits, SD=2.8 bits for the *R~i~* distribution), and the individual information for a site in the model ranges from 0.3 to 12.6 bits. The probability that a site is less than 4 bits is only 18.6%, so we used 4 bits as a cutoff to predict reasonably strong non-activated promoters (47).

Gel mobility shift assays
-------------------------

Two sets of oligonucleotides containing predicted Fur binding sites in *E. coli* were designed and synthesized (Oligos Etc). All oligonucleotides were self-complementary, had a 5′-GCTA-3′ overhang on the 5′ end, and contained a hairpin loop. Oligos *exbB*, *exbD* and *fhuF* contained a hairpin of the sequence 5′-C GCGAAGC G-3′, while the other 12 oligos \[*yoeA*, *fepD*-*entS* (formerly *ybdA*), *gpmA*, *ryhB*, *fhuA*, *nohA*, *oppA*, *gspC*, *garP* (formerly *yhaU*), *yahA*, *fadD* and *ygaC*\] contained a hairpin of the sequence 5′-ACGATCGC GCGAAGC GCGATCGT-3′ in the center. Such loops form a structure that is stabilized by base pairing between G~3~ and A~5~ of the central seven bases of each loop ([@B49]), and they are convenient for use in DNA mobility shift assays because of the exact equimolar concentrations of the complementary strands and their high stability ([@B25]).

Three oligos containing the promoter regions for *exbB*, *ygaC* and the upstream region of *exbD* were created to test previously published consensus sequence predictions ([@B50],[@B51]). Eight oligos contained potential Fur-controlled promoters identified using both an 11-site Fur model and a σ^70^ model as described above \[*yoeA*, *fepD*-*entS* (formerly *ybdA*), *gpmA*, *ryhB*, *fhuA*, *nohA*, *oppA* and *fhuF*\]. We were also interested in whether Fur binds intragenically, so four oligos were synthesized that contained strong predicted sites found within gene coding regions (*gspC*, *garP*, *yahA* and *fadD*). These sequences can be found in Supplementary Table S1 and Figure S1.

Gel mobility shift assays were performed using the 15 oligos ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The oligonucleotides were labeled by a fill-in reaction with *Taq* DNA polymerase. The 20 μl of labeling mixture \[20 pmol oligo, 2 mM MgCl~2~, 1 × PCR buffer, 5 units *Taq* polymerase (GibcoBRL®), and 10 μM tetramethylrhodamine-6-dUTP (NEN)\] was incubated at 72^○^C for 1 h. 80 μl of ddH~2~O was added to the mixture, followed by two phenol extractions, a phenol/chloroform extraction and a chloroform extraction. The labeled oligonucleotides were diluted 1:5 in TE (10 mM Tris--Cl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA), boiled for 10 min and then placed on ice to prevent dimerization and trimerization.

The labeled oligonucleotides (5 μl each, 0.2 pmol) were then incubated in Fur binding buffer (10 mM Bis--Tris--HCl, pH 7.5, 5 μg/ml sonicated salmon sperm DNA, 5% glycerol, 100 μM MnCl~2~, 100 μg/ml BSA, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 40 mM KCl) with 150 nM Fur protein at 37^○^C for 13 min ([@B7]). Fur was a gift from T. O\'H;alloran and C. Outten. Samples were electrophoresed on a 5% polyacrylamide gel in Fur electrophoresis buffer (0.1 M Bis--Tris--HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM MnCl~2~) at 120 V for ∼1 h.

Bands were visualized with an FMBIO II fluorescent scanner (Hitachi), with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and a 585 nm filter for detection of tetramethylrhodamine.

Footprinting
------------

To generate the *fhuF* promoter construct (pGSO129) used to test for Fur binding, a 240-bp fragment amplified by PCR from genomic DNA (using the primers 5′-GCG GCT GGA GAT [GAA TTC]{.ul} GCC AGA TG and 5′-GCC CTG CAA TCA G[GG ATC C]{.ul}CG GCA GC) was cloned into the BamHI and EcoRI sites of pUC18 ([@B27]). Purified Fur protein, generously provided by C. Outten and T. O\'H;alloran, was incubated with a Mn^2+^-containing buffer according to de Lorenzo *et al.* ([@B7]). DNase I footprinting then was carried out as described previously ([@B52]). The 240-bp BamHI--EcoRI fragment of pGSO129 was labeled with \[γ-^32^P\]ATP at either the BamHI site (top strand) or the EcoRI site (bottom strand). The labeled fragments were incubated with 0, 50, 100, 200 and 400 nM purified Fur protein at room temperature for 5 min. The samples then were subjected to limited DNase I digestion, purified and separated on 8% polyacrylamide sequencing gels.

RESULTS
=======

*E. coli* Fur binding model
---------------------------

Eleven footprinted Fur binding sites (see [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Figure S1) ([@B8],[@B32; @B33; @B34; @B35; @B36; @B37; @B38; @B39]) from *E. coli* K-12 ([@B53]) were used to create an initial information theory model. Because Fur binds as a dimer ([@B9],[@B54]), the model included both the footprinted Fur sequences and their complements. The sequences were aligned using the program **malign**, which maximizes the information content within a region of the alignment (a 'window') by shuffling the sequences back and forth ([@B17]). Multiple alignment with a window size of (−12, +12) gave a sequence logo that shows base conservation in the range of (−12, +12) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). For convenience we named this logo M12. Figure 1.Different alignments of footprinted *E. coli* Fur binding sites. Sequence alignments were done using the program **malign** with different window sizes \[from (−15, +15) to (−5, +5)\] (17) on 11 footprinted *E. coli* Fur binding sequences and their complements (see Supplementary Figure S1 for sequences). Three classes of alignments, M12 (**A**), M9 (**B**) and M6 (**C**) were obtained by using window sizes of (−12, +12), (−9, +9) and (−6, +6), respectively. In these logos, the height of each letter is proportional to the frequency of that base at each position, and the height of the letter stack is the conservation in bits (18). The dashed sine wave on each logo represents the 10.6 base helical twist of B-form DNA (31,81). The double dashed arrows on the top of each logo mark the inverted repeats in each model. Note that the M12 logo corresponds to two overlapping M9 sites, as indicated by the two red double dashed arrows below the M12 logo. A similar relationship occurs between the M9 and M6 logos.

The M12 logo appears to consist of two overlapping direct repeats, one is from −12 to +6 and the other from −6 to +12. Because the multiple alignment process can incorporate one or the other of these repeats, this suggests that different alignments may be obtained when other windows are used to align the sequences. Because two Fur dimers can bind overlapping sites with 6-base separation ([@B40],[@B55]), we then multiply aligned the sequences by using window sizes ranging from (−15, +15) to (−5, +5). These sizes should cover the sites recognized by one or two Fur dimers ([@B9]). A total of seven different alignments were obtained; the corresponding sequence logos are shown in Supplementary Figure S2. According to the patterns shown in the logos, the seven alignments that were obtained can be further consolidated into and assigned to three basic, alignment classes; these alignment classes are represented by logos M12, M9 and M6 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each of the three alignments itself is an inverted repeat; the M12 logo also appears to consist of two overlapping M9 sites (from −12 to +6 and from −6 to +12), and the M9 logo looks like two overlapping M6 sites (from −9 to +3 and from −3 to +9) ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To determine which of the three alignment classes best represents a single-dimer binding model, some published experimental data was analyzed. Lavrrar and McIntosh ([@B55]) used the Ferguson method ([@B56]) to determine how many *E. coli* Fur dimers can bind on five synthetic oligos and two natural sites, *fepB* and *entS*. We applied the three models to their sequences and used sequence walkers to show the predicted sites of each model. A full list of the predictions (with walkers \>0 bits) is given in Supplementary Figure S3. The results show that the models frequently found overlapping sites that are separated by 3 or 6 bases. The sites that are 6 bases apart can both be strong, while 3-base separated sites have one strong site and one weak site (Supplementary Figure S3). Furthermore, it has been shown that Fur dimers can simultaneously bind two overlapping sites with 6-bp spacing ([@B40]), but there is no experimental data showing that 3-base separated overlapping sites can be bound at the same time. Therefore to analyze the results, we only counted major walkers (strong walkers that are separated by 6 bases) for each model in each oligo. A summary of the results (with major walkers) is available in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; two examples of the prediction (with major walkers) are shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B. The results show that the M9 model made correct predictions for five of the seven oligos, while the M12 and M6 models both made only two correct predictions. Furthermore, the M12 model always predicted one less site than the M9 model. These results suggest that the M9 model may be a single-dimer binding model, the M12 model may represent a two-dimer binding model, while the M6 alignment may be just a result of compression of the binding sequences into a small alignment window. Figure 2.Sequence walkers to test *E. coli* (**A** and **B**) and *B. subtilis* (**C** and **D**) Fur models. (A and B) The three *E. coli* Fur models (M12, M9 and M6) were tested with two *E. coli* Fur binding sites, *fepB* and *entS* (55). Sequence walkers of each model (green, M12; red, M9; blue, M6) are shown for each site. (C and D) Two B. subtilis Fur models (M9 and M6) were tested with two *B. subtilis* Fur binding sites, *feuA* and *dhbA* (40). Gray bars indicate natural sequence, surrounded by synthetic DNA. Different colored rectangles indicate different Fur models (by hue: green, M12; red, M9; blue, M6) and their strengths (by saturation) (30). Only major walkers are shown in these figures, for a full list of walkers (Ri\>0 bits) please see Supplementary Figures S3, S5 and S7. Figure 3.Gel mobility shift assays to test predicted Fur binding sites. Oligonucleotides containing predicted Fur binding sites were incubated without (−) or with (+) 150 nM E. coli Fur protein and gel electrophoresed to test the 11-site M9 model (Figure 1B). Below each set of lanes is the strength in bits of the strongest sequence walker found on each oligo by the 11-site M9 model. Predictions by the 24-site M9 model, which includes 13 of the sites tested here (not *ygaC*or *exbD*), are also given for comparison. (**A**) The first set of oligos contain seven predicted Fur sites located in promoter regions (*yoeA, fepD-entS, gpmA, ryhB, fhuA, nohA* and *oppA*). (**B**) The second set of oligos contain four predicted Fur sites located within genes (*gspC*, *garP*, *yahA* and *fadD*. See Supplementary Figures S10--S13 for sequence walkers.), two sites located in promoter regions (*exbB* and *fhuF*) and two consensus-predicted sites (*ygaC* and *exbD*) (50,51). As expected, all oligos that contain predicted sites (by the 11-site M9 model) exhibit one or more mobility shifts following incubation with 150 nM Fur; the oligo *ygaC* (1.4 bits) shows extremely weak binding, and *exbD* (−5.0 bits) does not shift.

Confirmation of 13 predicted sites and model refinement
-------------------------------------------------------

Since our *E. coli* Fur model had only 11 sites, we wanted to refine the model by including more sites. A genome scan with the 11-site M9 model revealed 389 sites above 11 bits (the lowest information of a site in the model is 11.1 bits). Within these, 13 sites (from 12 to 26 bits) were selected for experimental confirmation ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S1 and Figure S1). These include eight sites located in promoter regions \[*yoeA*, *fepD-entS* ([@B43]), *gpmA* (= *pgm*) (51), *ryhB* (= *yhhX-yhhY*) ([@B51],[@B57]), *fhuA* ([@B13]), *nohA* (51), *oppA* ([@B13]) and *fhuF* (51)\], and four sites inside genes (*gspC*, *garP*, *yahA* and *fadD*). We also included two sites that were predicted by consensus models to be in *ygaC* and *exbD* ([@B50],[@B51]), since our model only detected a weak site (1.4 bits) in *ygaC*, and a negative site (−5.0 bits) in *exbD* ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Gel mobility shift assays showed that all 13 sites predicted by the M9 model shifted when incubated with Fur protein, while the *exbD* site did not shift, and the *ygaC* site only showed extremely weak binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

McHugh *et al.* (13) found that both *exbB* and *exbD* were regulated by Fur, but their model did not detect a binding site in the *exbB* promoter while our information theory model successfully predicted that Fur binding site, and our gel shift results confirmed this ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The *exbD* gene is located only seven bases downstream of the *exbB* gene. Both genes have the same orientation, so they may belong to a single operon cotranscribed from the *exbB* promoter and coregulated by Fur.

To strengthen our model, we added the 13 confirmed sites to the 11 previously footprinted sites ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). As with the 11 sites, multiple alignment of the 24 sites using different window sizes also gave three classes of alignments, M12, M9 and M6 (Supplementary Figure S4). When these models were tested against the same set of sequences as that used to test the 11-site models ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figure S3), similar, but cleaner results were obtained, i.e. the weak walkers that were not counted previously become weaker (some are even below 0 bits), but the strong walkers still have similar *R~i~* values (Supplementary Figure S5). This confirms that our counting of major walkers predicted by the initial 11-site models was reasonable. Figure 4.Comparison of M9 Fur models of three bacterial species. Experimentally proven Fur binding sites from *E. coli* (**A**), *P. aeruginosa* (**B**) and *B. subtilis* (**C**) were used to build the models for these three bacteria. The marked region from −7 to +7 in each logo indicates the 7-1-7 model that was proposed by Baichoo and Helmann (40). Table 1.Information theory test of 11-site *E. coli* Fur models M12, M9 and M6Oligo[^1^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of observed[^1^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} Fur dimers (nM)Number of M12[^2^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"} walkers (bits)Number of M9[^2^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"} walkers (bits)Number of M6[^2^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"} walkers (bits)F-F1 (250.00)• 1 (5.5)◦ 2 (9.0, 9.4)• 1 (11.5)F-F-F2 (36.10)◦ 1 (14.8)• 2 (11.8, 15.3)• 2 (11.9, 9.9)F-F-F-F4 (6.30)◦ 2 (16.6, 19.2)◦ 3 (11.8, 18.9, 15.3)◦ 3 (11.9, 11.9, 9.9)F-F-x-R2 (0.95)• 2 (22.1, 4.3)• 2 (17.7, 17.6)◦ 1 (20.4)F-F-x-R-R3 (0.78)◦ 2 (29.6, 22.7)• 3 (17.7, 27.5, 10.8)◦ 2 (20.4, 16.4)fepB2 (8.60)◦ 1 (15.7)• 2 (10.9, 8.2)◦ 1 (15.2)entS3 (3.01)◦ 2 (15.6, 17.2)• 3 (7.5, 17.2, 9.5)◦ 2 (8.3, 12.2)[^2][^3]

*P. aeruginosa* and *B. subtilis* Fur models
--------------------------------------------

To compare *E. coli* Fur models with other bacterial Fur models, we also built *P. aeruginosa* and *B. subtilis* Fur binding site models. As with *E. coli* Fur binding sites, we applied the same method to align footprinted Fur binding sites from *P. aeruginosa* ([@B41]) and *B. subtilis* ([@B42]). For both bacteria we obtained two classes of alignments (Supplementary Figure S6), which correspond to the *E. coli* M9 and M6 logos ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and C), respectively. No M12 alignments were obtained for these two bacteria, probably because some sites used to make the models are single-dimer binding sites (see Discussion Section). Both *P. aeruginosa* and *B. subtilis* M9 models are highly similar to the *E. coli* M9 model ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The *P. aeruginosa* M6 logo looks almost identical to the *E. coli* M6 logo, while the *B. subtilis* M6 logo is less similar to the *E. coli* M6 logo ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C, Supplementary Figure S6B and D).

As with Lavrrar and McIntosh\'s; work on *E. coli* Fur binding sites ([@B55]), Baichoo and Helmann ([@B40]) performed similar experiments on eight synthetic oligos and two natural sites (*feuA* and *dhbA*) with *B. subtilis* Fur, and determined how many Fur dimers can bind each of these oligos. We tested the *B. subtilis* M9 and M6 models with these 10 sequences ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C and D, and Supplementary Figure S7). The results show that the M9 model made correct predictions for all 10 sequences, while the M6 model was correct for only four oligos. For most of the oligos, the M6 model predicted one more site than the M9 model did. Similar to our observations in *E. coli*, these results strongly suggest that the M9 model is a single-dimer binding model, while the M6 alignment is due to compression of the binding sequences.

Relative to *E. coli* Fur (NP_415209), the *P. aeruginosa* Fur (NP_253452) is moderately diverged (58% identical in protein sequence), and the *B. subtilis* Fur (NP_390233) is distantly diverged (33% identity). However, a comparison of the three M9 models from these three species shows that these models are highly similar to each other ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the Fur--DNA recognition mechanism is conserved in even distantly related species.

Scans of footprinted regions
----------------------------

Gel shift experiments cannot give precise Fur binding regions. Originally using the 11-site M9 model and later using the 24-site M9 *E. coli* Fur model, we predicted Fur sites in the *fhuF* promoter region and then, to validate our model, we performed DNase I footprinting on that region. To further confirm the 24-site M9 model, we also scanned it across all other available footprinted *E. coli* Fur binding regions, and correlated our predictions with the published footprints. Fur has been documented to exhibit 'secondary footprinting', protecting extended regions of DNA under higher protein concentrations (Supplementary Figure S8) ([@B33],[@B36],[@B46]). To reveal the extended regions we used a cutoff at zero bits, since that is the theoretical lowest information for binding ([@B19]).

The *E. coli* 24-site M9 model predicts two separated Fur binding clusters in the *fhuF* promoter region; one cluster contains three strong sites of 16.1, 20.8 and 22.3 bits, and the other contains two weaker sites of 14.6 and 9.3 bits ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). The *fhuF* oligo used in the gel shift experiments in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} only contains the strong Fur cluster. To determine if both predicted clusters are protected by Fur, we performed DNase I footprinting on a larger *fhuF* promoter region (see Materials and Methods Section) that contains both predicted Fur binding clusters. The results show that there are indeed two Fur-protected regions in the *fhuF* promoter, one has high affinity with Fur (protected by 50 nM of Fur), and the other has a lower affinity (weakly protected by 50 nM of Fur) ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). The predicted strong Fur binding cluster covers 91% of the high-affinity footprinted region, and the weak Fur cluster covers 66% of the low-affinity region ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). Figure 5.Fur model scan and DNase I footprints of the *fhuF* promoter region. (**A**) The promoter region was scanned with the 24-site M9 model, and two clusters of sequence walkers (*R~i~* \> 0 bits) were detected, with each closely corresponding to one of the two Fur protected regions (gray bars, *fhuF1* and *fhuF2*). The solid black arrow with two tails above the DNA at coordinates 4603717 and 4603716 indicates the *fhuF* transcription starts. The open arrows starting at coordinates 4603827 and 4603686 indicate the *yjjZ* and *fhuF* translation starts, respectively. The saturation of colored rectangles behind each sequence walker is proportional to the information of that site. For reference, colored lines cycle with 6-base periodicity. (**B**) DNase I footprinting on the *fhuF* promoter by Fur showed two regions protected by the protein, marked in the figure by brackets. The high-affinity and low-affinity regions are marked with H and L, respectively. The footprinting samples were run in parallel with Maxam--Gilbert sequencing ladders (marked by G/A).

There are 11 other footprinted *E. coli* Fur binding regions, including the 10 regions used to build the initial 11-site models, and the *fepD-entS* promoter region ([@B58]). When these footprints were scanned, similar coverage was obtained ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figure S8). All 11 footprinted sequences displayed clusters of multiple overlapping Fur walkers; in these clusters, the majority of the walkers were separated by six bases; some were separated by three bases ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figure S8). For 7 of the 11 regions (*fepA-fes*, *fepB*, *entC*, *fur*, *tonB*, *cir* and *iucA*), sequence walkers cover ∼83% (72--93%) of the footprints. No sequence walkers cover the secondary footprints in the *fecA*, *fepD-entS* and *sodA* regions, resulting in low coverage of these three footprints (66%, 54% and 56%, respectively). The secondary *sodA* footprint was only protected with a high concentration of purified Fur (200 and 500 nM); it was not protected by crude extracts containing overproduced Fur ([@B36]). In the other region, *fecI*, several low-information content walkers (0.2 and 0.8 bits) extend past the range of the footprint, resulting in 144% coverage of the footprint.

In a previously published study, Escolar *et al.* synthesized oligonucleotides that contained repeats of the sequence GATAAT and determined Fur binding by footprint experiments ([@B5]). No footprint was seen with one insert; correspondingly, no sequence walkers were observed in that sequence (Supplementary Figure S9). For the oligos with three, four and five inserts, sequence walkers cover 83--90% of the footprints. The 2-insert sequence had a weak interaction with Fur at high protein concentrations and two overlapping walkers of 3.0 and 4.2 bits appeared, which cover the repeats ([@B5]). These results demonstrate that the Fur model accurately predicts Fur binding on both natural and synthetic sequences.

Whole genome scan
-----------------

The lowest information of any site in the 24-site M9 model is 10.1 bits (Supplementary Figure S1). Since all sites in the model are proven binding sites, we used 10 bits as the cutoff for a whole genome scan. This presumably minimizes false positives in our predictions. When the model was scanned across the *E. coli* K-12 genome (NC_000913), a total of 412 sites were found above 10 bits. These sites belong to 363 unique clusters. A list of the clusters is available at `http://www.ccrnp.ncifcrf.gov/~toms/papers/fur/`.

The 363 regions were extracted from −50 to +50 around the strongest site in each region, and scanned with the 24-site M9 model using a cutoff of 0 bits. We then determined the exact region of each cluster that is covered by walkers greater than 0 bits. The results show that these clusters contain 1--14 walkers, covering a region from 19--142 bases (35.0 bases on average). This is comparable to the known footprints (30--103 bases) ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figure S8). Of these clusters, 155 are in intergenic regions, 143 are entirely inside gene coding regions and 65 overlap the boundary between coding and intergenic regions.

To determine how many of the Fur clusters overlap with reasonably strong promoters, we scanned these 363 Fur clusters with a σ^70^ promoter model ([@B47]) using a 4-bit cutoff. The results showed that 303 clusters overlap with one or more strong promoters (*R*~*i*~ \> 4 bits). The other 60 clusters do not overlap with a strong promoter. When we scanned the flanking regions of these 60 clusters (−50 to 0 of the left edge, and 0 to +50 of the right edge of each cluster), only 23 clusters were found to have strong promoters (*R*~*i*~ \> 4 bits) in the flanking regions. We examined the locations of Fur sites relative to known promoter elements (transcriptional start site, −10 and −35) and found that they are more tightly distributed around the promoter elements than observed with the DNA binding proteins Fis, H-NS and IHF ([@B47]) (data not shown). These results suggest that Fur may mainly act as a direct repressor of genes by binding to and blocking the promoters, and that direct activation by Fur through binding to the region upstream of a promoter, as suggested in *Neisseria meningitidis* by Delany *et al.* ([@B59]), may not be a common mechanism of Fur regulation in *E. coli*.

Out of the 363 clusters, 42 were found containing at least one predicted Fur binding site above 17.0 bits (our arbitrary cutoff used to locate significant regions) ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Of the 42 clusters, 39 were found to overlap with one or more strong σ^70^ promoters (\>4 bits). The other three clusters, *fepD-entS*, *yddA* and *fecA*, do not overlap. Scanning the flanking regions of these three clusters with the σ^70^ promoter model revealed that these Fur clusters are located between the respective promoters and translational starts. There may be only weak repression of these genes by Fur, as none of them were significantly repressed by Fur according to microarray analyses ([@B13],[@B60]).

Scans of other proposed Fur-regulated genes
-------------------------------------------

Many genes have been proposed to be Fur-regulated by comparing conventional consensus sequences to promoter regions and also by homology to systems in other organisms. Kammler *et al.* annotated two Fur binding sites in the promoter region of *feoA* in *E. coli* by comparison to a consensus sequence ([@B10]). The 24-site M9 model predicts two clusters of sites in the same region with each cluster covering one of the marked Fur boxes. One cluster has one major site of 10.5 bits (at 3538006), the other cluster has two major overlapping sites of 10.9 (at 3538059) and 13.4 bits (at 3538065), respectively. The same authors have confirmed that Fur does bind to this region *in vivo*, but the exact Fur binding regions have not been determined by footprint experiments.

Vassinova and Kozyrev used an *in vivo* selection to locate Fur sites on *Sau3A* fragments from the *E. coli* genome ([@B51]). The five regions from [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} of their paper were analyzed using sequence walkers. Using an unidentified consensus sequence, *yhhX* (from 3578828 to 3577791) was predicted by Vassinova and Kozyrev to have two Fur binding sites. In the same region we found one strong site of 25.2 bits (at 3579054) ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), overlapping two weaker sites (8.2 and 8.3 bits). This cluster of Fur sites is actually located right in front of an sRNA gene, *ryhB* (from 3579039 to 3578946) ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) ([@B61],[@B62]), which has been shown to be repressed by Fur ([@B57]). The promoter region of *gpmA* (from 786818 to 786066, named *pgm* in reference [@B51]), was predicted by consensus to contain two sites. One of the highest sites (27.4 bits) was found in this region (at 786853), overlapping two weaker sites of 7.5 and 5.6 bits. The consensus sequence-predicted Fur site by Vassinova and Kozyrev ([@B51]) is located about 600 bases upstream of the *ygaC* gene. In the same region, our 11-site M9 model only found a 1.4-bit site ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and the 24-site M9 model found a negative site of −3.4 bits (Supplementary Figure S1). Instead, in the nearby regions the 24-site M9 model found a 7.4-bit site (11 bases upstream of *ygaC*) and a 10.1-bit site (728 bases upstream of *ygaC*). For *nohA* (from 1634391 to 1633822), two overlapping sites of 22.3 and 12.6 bits were found at 1634624 and 1634630 ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The fifth region was *fhuF* (from 4603686 to 4602898). [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the DNase I footprints and predicted walkers in this region. Only the high-affinity region (*fhuF1*) was identified by the consensus sequence. Thus four of the five *Sau3A* fragments (*yhhX*, *gpmA*, *nohA* and *fhuF*) selected to have Fur binding sites *in vivo* were identified in our genome scan ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), and our gel shift results confirmed this ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); the remaining site, *ygaC*, had a weak walker of 1.4 bits (by the 11-site M9 model) and showed extremely weak binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Eick-Helmerich and Braun matched a Fur consensus sequence to the promoters of *exbB* and *exbD* ([@B50]). One strong walker of 19.1 bits was found in the *exbB* promoter region, overlapping the 'Fur box'. The region upstream of *exbD* showed no walkers with *R~i~* greater than 0 bits, even though it had also been predicted to contain a Fur binding site using the same consensus sequence as used in the *exbB* promoter. The highest walker that we could detect in the region upstream of the *exbD* gene is −7.1 bits (by the 24-site M9 model, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S1), significantly lower than the theoretical lower bound of a binding site (0 bits) ([@B19]). This indicates that Fur should not bind this region, and our gel shift results confirmed this ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

A microarray analysis by McHugh *et al.* found 101 genes to be regulated by Fur, 53 of which were repressed and 48 activated ([@B13]). The 53 Fur-repressed genes belong to 32 transcription units (individual genes or operons), 18 of which are involved in iron metabolism, 14 in energy metabolism and other functions. Using the 24-site M9 model, we predicted strong Fur binding clusters (higher than 13 bits) for all 18 iron metabolism-related transcription units. Of the other 14 transcription units, only two have a Fur binding site higher than 10 bits (*nrdHIEF*, 10.1 bits; *fimE*, 10.8 bits). The 48 Fur-activated genes belong to 34 transcription units, only three of these (*garPLRK*, *ynaE* and *ydfK*) have a predicted Fur binding cluster. The *garPLRK* operon has a weak Fur cluster that contains one major site of 10.4 bits. The *ynaE* and *ydfK* genes are almost identical in both promoter and coding regions, and the two Fur clusters (17.1 bits, centered at +8 from the translational start) are the same ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). These results strongly suggest that in *E. coli* Fur is a direct repressor of iron metabolism genes and an indirect repressor or activator of other genes.

McHugh *et al.* ([@B13]) used an altered information theory approach for modeling Fur binding ([@B63]) to identify which genes are under direct Fur control. Our model identified sites in all genes that their model did, as well as four others, *fhuE* (12.4 bits, at 1160880), *exbB* (19.1 bits, at 3150076), *fimE* (10.8 bits, at 4539697) and *ydfK* (17.1 bits, at 1631071).

The indirect activation by Fur requires an intermediate regulator, which could directly target Fur-activated genes. A small regulatory RNA gene, *ryhB* is one such important player. Earlier study revealed several genes that are directly repressed by *ryhB* ([@B57]). Recently, a microarray analysis of *ryhB* control by Masse *et al.* ([@B60]) expanded this direct target set to 18 operons. They also identified an additional 10 indirectly down-regulated operons and 10 up-regulated operons. The 10 *ryhB* indirectly repressed operons are directly repressed by Fur, and for all of these operons we found strong Fur binding clusters (higher than 13 bits) in the corresponding promoter regions. In contrast, only a few of the other 28 *ryhB*-controlled operons (18 directly repressed operons and 10 up-regulated operons) have a predicted Fur binding cluster above 10 bits. These include *acnA* (17.6 bits, at 1333484), *ydhD* (10.9 bits, at 1732367) and *oppA* (21.5 bits, at 1298973). The *acnA* and *oppA* Fur clusters are both strong; the former cluster has three overlapping sites of 17.6, 9.8 and 14.2 bits, and the latter has two overlapping sites of 21.5 and 9.6 bits ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). However, microarray analysis did not find these two genes to be repressed by Fur ([@B13],[@B60]), suggesting that the Fur binding clusters may not be the primary control elements of these genes.

DISCUSSION
==========

Fur binding models
------------------

In this study, we used experimentally proven sites to create information theory models of Fur binding. Our models, especially the 24-site M9 model, approximate the binding characteristics of Fur more fully than previous models that depended on conventional consensus sequences, data from multiple species and sequences that were not footprinted ([@B1],[@B32],[@B51]). The rigorous approach used here revealed new binding sites, disproved two sites predicted by a consensus sequence, and clarified the manner in which the protein binds.

To produce these models, binding sequences were multiply aligned to maximize the information content in different window sizes. Because multiple Fur sites overlap, our analysis of proven Fur binding sequences from three bacterial species gave two or three different alignments, depending on the species ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S6). By testing these models against published data, we showed clearly that the M9 model represents single-dimer binding sites, the M12 model is for two-dimer binding, while the compact M6 alignment was caused by compression of the binding sequences into a small window ([Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figures S3, S5 and S7). Table 2.Information theory test of *B. subtilis* Fur models M9 and M6Oligo[^1^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of observed[^1^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"} Fur dimers (nM)Number of M9[^2^](#TF4){ref-type="table-fn"} walkers (bits)Number of M6[^2^](#TF4){ref-type="table-fn"} walkers (bits)6-mer0• 0• 06-61 (500)• 1 (2.1)◦ 2 (6.7, 5.4)6-1-61 (200)• 1 (9.7)◦ 2 (5.4, 7.4)7-1-71 (100)• 1 (20.7)◦ 2 (10.7, 12.8)8-1-72 (100, 1000)• 2 (7.6, 20.2)• 2 (17.4, 10.8)8-1-82 (100, 1000)• 2 (7.6, 23.0)• 2 (17.4, 16.0)9-1-92 (50, 100)• 2 (11.9, 30.1)• 2 (20.8, 19.4)2 (7-1-7)2 (10, 100)• 2 (16.6, 25.7)◦ 3 (6.1, 20.8, 14.3)feuA1 (10)• 1 (22.3)◦ 2 (10.3, 8.1)dhbA2 (10, 100)• 2 (25.6, 29.9)◦ 3 (14.9, 20.8, 17.1)[^4][^5] Table 3.Scan of footprinted Fur binding sites in *E. coli*AccessionGeneFootprinted regionReferencesNumber*R~i~*PercentageNC_000913*fhuF1*4603763 -- 4603815This work422.391NC_000913*fhuF2*4603680 -- 4603733This work414.666NC_000913*fepA-fes*\*611868 -- 611915(35)418.777NC_000913*fepB*\*623939 -- 623969(39)216.781NC_000913*entC*\*624054 -- 624102(39)423.176NC_000913*fur*\*709931 -- 709960(34)212.383NC_000913*tonB*\*1309040 -- 1309072(8,38)311.588NC_000913*cir*\*2244957 -- 2244999(32)320.772NC_000913*sodA*\*4098726 -- 4098780(36)323.356NC_000913*fecA*\*4514752 -- 4514789(33)217.666NC_000913*fecI*\*4516300 -- 4516340(33)723.1144M10930*iucA*\*291 -- 393(37)1320.393NC_000913*fepD-entS*621394 -- 621462(58)420.154[^6] Table 4.Strong Fur clusters in the *E. coli* genome predicted by the 24-site M9 model*R~i~*NumberSizeCoordinateGenesExperimentalPositionReferences(bits)(bp)data27.412952066611*yoeA*G−48NA27.4531786853*gpmA*G−35(13,51)25.3428579824*nohB*−133(1)25.24313579054*ryhB*G−15(57)23.33314098746*sodA*F−87(60,69)23.17594516309*fecI*F−51(13,60)23.1437624072*entC*F−36(39)22.82251903412*yebN*−300NA22.34484603779*fhuF*[^a^](#TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}F,G−93(13,51,60)22.33251634624*nohA*G−233(51)21.72251886651*fadD*G+1119[^b^](#TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}NA21.52251298973*oppA*G−233(70,71)21.33311762463*sufA*−53(13,60)20.73312244980*cir*F−189(13,72)20.65401118358*yceJ*−89NA20.23313465053*bfd*−40(13,60)20.110531787602*ydiE*−35(13)20.12351080513*ycdN*−57(13,60)19.981063214572*yqjH*−59(13)19.971031752756*ydhY*−255NA19.92252510784*mntH*−56(73,74)19.63252231892*yeiT*−163NA19.62251577358*yddA*+8[^c^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}(13)19.5331167439*fhuA*G−45(13,60)19.4437621437*fepD -- entS*F,G−25, −86(13,75)19.3352675768*ybeQ*+2[^c^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}NA19.13313150076*exbB*G−70(13,60,72)18.78962784036*ygaQ*−383NA18.7437611889*fepA -- fes*F−172, −149(13)18.67383266404*yhaC*−33NA18.6428331901*yahA*G+306[^e^](#TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}NA18.3461331085*yahA*−510[^e^](#TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}NA17.66411333484*acnA*−371(57,76--78)17.62254514779*fecA*F−79(13,60)17.61192254041*yeiL*+5[^d^](#TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}NA17.5325490057*priC -- ybaN*−21, −49(79,80)17.32292454142*yfcV*−474NA17.28413582772*yrhB*−10NA17.2437840877*fiu*−123(13)17.13401631071*ydfK*+8[^c^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}(13)17.13401432273*ynaE*+8[^c^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}(13)17.12254570225*yjiT*−212NA[^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12]

As evaluated by their respective M9 models, our initial set of 11 footprinted *E. coli* Fur binding sites all contain overlapping sites of 6-base spacing (Supplementary Figure S8), while only 7 of the 20 *P. aeruginosa* Fur binding sites, and 6 of the 22 *B. subtilis* Fur binding sites are single-dimer binding sites (data not shown). This scarcity of multiple sites explains why an M12 alignment can be obtained for *E. coli*, but not for *P. aeruginosa* or *B. subtilis*. When we performed multiple alignment by only using overlapping sites of 6-bp spacing, we obtained M12 alignments for both *P. aeruginosa* and *B. subtilis* (data not shown). These observations also support the use of M9 as a single-dimer model.

Our multiple alignment method should apply to any DNA binding sites that contain internal direct repeats, as repetition within binding sites may cause alternative alignments of the sites. In the RegulonDB (`http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx`) ([@B64]), a Fur binding model was created by multiply aligning 47 Fur sites, although it is not clear what these 47 sites are and how the alignment was made. Based on their alignment (`http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/html/matrix_Alignment.jsp`), we made a sequence logo (data not shown), which we found to be similar to our M6 logos. Although the M6 models appear to be able to predict some sites (e.g. [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figures S3, S5 and S7), the models only represent the internal part of overlapping Fur binding sites, i.e. from −6 to +6 of the M12 model ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A).

A 1.8 Å crystal structure for *P. aeruginosa* Fur was obtained by Pohl *et al.* and based on this, the authors proposed a single-dimer binding model ([@B9]). The *P. aeruginosa* crystal structure contains a putative DNA binding α-helix H4 and a loop between helices H1 and H2, both of which were proposed to be involved in binding DNA through contacting bases in the major groove. Thus, a single dimer would protect two consecutive major grooves on the same face of DNA, and the minimal recognition unit of Fur should be close to 20 bp ([@B9]). Our M9 binding site models (19 bp, a 9-1-9 inverted repeat) fit with this single-dimer binding model closely. Pohl *et al.* also proposed a two-dimer binding model, in which two Fur dimers bind two overlapping sites that are 5-bp apart ([@B9]). However, in our whole genome scans, and footprint scans as well, we did not observe any case of 5-bp separated overlapping sites above 5 bits. Instead, we mostly found 3- or 6-bp separated overlapping sites. Above five bits, we found 95 cases of 3-bp spacing and 92 cases of 6-bp spacing.

Several other consensus-based Fur binding site models have been proposed to interpret a 19-bp consensus 'Fur box' ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B65]). Within these, two earlier models, the classical model and hexamer model ([@B5],[@B7],[@B37],[@B54]), interpreted the 'Fur box' as a single recognition unit of a Fur dimer. Later, Lavrrar and McIntosh suggested that a 13-bp inverted repeat (6-1-6) is the minimal unit recognized by a single Fur dimer, and that two overlapping '6-1-6' motifs correspond to the Fur box, which is required for high-affinity binding of Fur ([@B55],[@B58]). Baichoo and Helmann reinterpreted the Fur box as two overlapping 7-1-7 inverted repeats with a 6-bp spacing, and suggested that a 7-1-7 site, but not 6-1-6, represents the minimal recognition unit of Fur ([@B40]). Baichoo and Helmann also demonstrated that high-affinity binding by Fur can happen on a single-dimer binding site, i.e. an inverted 7-1-7 site. Figure 6.Different Fur binding models to interpret the Fur box.

The 7-1-7 model basically agrees with our M9 models ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The main difference is that the 7-1-7 model did not count the weakly conserved bases at positions −9, −8, +8 and +9 in the *B. subtilis* Fur binding site alignment ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C). As the *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* M9 models have highly conserved bases at these four positions ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B), and also the Fur binding mechanisms for these three species are similar ([@B9]), we suggest that a minimal Fur binding unit of 19 bp (9-1-9), as represented by our M9 models, is more reasonable.

Relative to our M9 models, the Fur box only represents the internal part of two overlapping sites that are separated by 6 bases, i.e. from −9 to +9 of the M12 logo ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and 6), thus any predictions based on the Fur box may not be accurate. Two sites (*exbD* and *ygaC*) that were predicted by matching to the Fur box were shown to be non-binding ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Many difficulties in understanding Fur binding sites can be attributed to the choice of consensus sequences as a model ([@B66]). In contrast to the individual information weight matrix model, the consensus sequence method ignores the varying importance of bases by treating mismatches equivalently. In addition, the consensus method does not have a criterion for an acceptable number of mismatches.

Sequence walkers predicted by the 24-site M9 model cover ∼83% of the footprints ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S8). Similar results were obtained for both the *P. aeruginosa* and *B. subtilis* M9 models (data not shown). These results strongly suggest that our M9 models can accurately predict Fur binding.

Fur Binding Site Clusters
-------------------------

The whole genome scan with the 24-site M9 model revealed 363 Fur binding clusters in *E. coli*, most of which contain multiple walkers (up to 14), covering regions up to about 140 bases. This is comparable to the size of known footprints, which ranges from 30 to 103 bases ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Figure S8). Most of the clusters (303 out of 363, 83%) were found to overlap with one or more strong σ^70^ promoters. Indeed, the four Fur clusters in the middle of coding regions *gspC*, *garP*, *yahA* and *fadD*, that we tested by gel mobility shift assays ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), all have one or more potential σ^70^ sites (*R*~*i*~ \> 4 bits) exactly overlapping them (see Figures S10--S13). The function of these control elements is unknown.

We correlated our whole genome scan with published microarray data about Fur in *E. coli* ([@B13],[@B60]). The results showed that all operons that are involved in iron metabolism have a predicted strong Fur binding cluster (higher than 13 bits), suggesting direct repression of these genes by Fur. In contrast, only a few of other Fur-activated or repressed operons have a predicted Fur cluster higher than 10 bits, suggesting indirect control of these genes by Fur. It has been shown that RNA gene *ryhB* directly targets and represses a set of other genes and *ryhB* itself is directly repressed by Fur, thus *ryhB* plays an important role in indirect activation of genes by Fur in *E. coli* ([@B13],[@B57],[@B60]).

It has been suggested that in *N. meningitidis* Fur can also directly activate genes by binding to the region upstream of the promoters ([@B59]). However, our whole genome analysis did not support this activation mechanism in *E. coli*. The *E. coli ryhB* gene is located between genes *yhhX* and *yhhY*. No corresponding homologs of the genes *ryhB*, *yhhX* or *yhhY* can be found in *N. meningitidis*. This suggests that Fur activation mechanisms may be different in different species.

Disentangling Fur models
------------------------

Each binding site that we have studied in detail with information theory has had unique properties and challenges for analysis. For example, ribosome binding sites were initially modeled as rigid objects ([@B16]) but when enough sites became available, it was clear that the Shine--Dalgarno sequence was being lost because it has a variable distance to the initiation codon ([@B67]) and a flexible model was required ([@B48]). The flexible model was later successfully applied to σ^70^ promoters ([@B47]) and that was used to study Fur sites. Likewise, information theory analysis revealed that Fis binding sites are commonly found to overlap each other ([@B68]), leading to some uncertainty as to how much nearby sites influence the sites being studied in the alignments. Overlapping Fur sites that are bound by Fur protein dimers create an even more complex situation.

Although the 24-site M9 model was quite successful, the model is comprised of information from multiple Fur sites because the Fur dimers overlap on the DNA. Since the clusters frequently display 6-base separation of sites, positions −3 to +9 of the model contain data from positions −9 to +3 of the adjacent Fur sites, e.g. see the logo of [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and the M9 walkers of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A. In addition, information from sites separated by 3 bases and the complements of all of these, also contribute to the overall information content of the model. It is not obvious how to disentangle these effects. We suggest that the M9 model can be scanned across the genome to locate strong single-dimer binding sites, which could then be experimentally confirmed and used to construct a disentangled model.

Unfortunately the distribution of the individual information in these sites would be determined by the model used to locate them and this could introduce biases. For example, the mean of the distribution can be altered just by selecting different subsets of sites from the distribution. A similar bias has occurred in binding site databases where the consensus sequence was used to locate new sites ([@B23]). Thus, although the sequence logo would no longer contain self-overlapping data, it would not necessarily represent the natural distribution of site strengths. To approach such an ultimate model may require further scanning of footprinted regions. Incorporation of the weaker sites in the footprints would, of course, re-entangle the model so such scans might be best used only to determine whether the model can detect the weaker sites. A viable solution may be to obtain all single-dimer binding sites in the genome that have more than zero bits and can be confirmed experimentally. If the resulting model matches the observed footprints, it may be considered complete. On the other hand, if the resulting model does not match the footprints, the mode of binding by Fur could be different between single dimers and clusters.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

Supplementary data are available at NAR Online.
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[^6]: The footprinted regions were scanned with the 24-site M9 model (*R~i~*\>0) to test the model\'s; validity. This table lists the GenBank accession number, the gene promoter that was footprinted, the coordinates of the footprinted region, the references for the footprints, the number of walkers in the region, the strongest *R~i~* value in the same region and the percent of the footprint covered by sequence walkers. This table is a summary of [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A and Supplementary Figure S8. Sites in the promoters that are marked by an asterisk were used to build the 11-site models ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S1); in the case of *iucA*, two sites were used in the model (see Materials and Methods Section).

[^7]: The strongest individual information value (*R~i~*, bits) in each cluster is shown, followed by the number of walkers (*R~i~* \> 0 bits), the size of the cluster, the coordinate of the strongest site, the genes that are presumably controlled, experimental data: footprinted (F) and/or gel shifted (G) sites, the location of the strongest Fur site relative to the gene start or stop codon (as noted) and references about Fur regulation of the genes (NA means no reference is available).

[^8]: ^a^This cluster corresponds to the high-affinity region (*fhuF1*) in the *fhuF* promoter ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

[^9]: ^b^The coordinate is high because Fur cluster is inside the *fadD* coding region.

[^10]: ^c^These Fur clusters overlap with translational starts.

[^11]: ^d^This Fur cluster overlaps with the stop codon.

[^12]: ^e^The *yahA* gene has two Fur clusters, one is inside the coding region, another is 510 bases upstream of the translational start. The Fur cluster inside the gene was tested by gel shift experiments ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).
